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GK Pregame Warm ups 
 

• Minus the Dynamic Warm Up the #1 keeper will dictate when the #2, #3 
keeper will get turns.   

• Important to remember this is designed to warm the keeper up to be able 
to handle any type of shot during the first 5 minutes of the game. 

• This warm up should take 30-35 minutes. 
 

I. Dynamic Warm up  
A.) Keepers begin at the end line and will perform until the top of the 18 yd 
box 
B.) Keepers perform the same exercise to the top of the 18 yd box and back to 
the touchline 
 

1. Jog to top of 18 yd box  
2. Jog ½ way then 25% sprint 
3. Jog ½ way then 50% sprint 
4. Jog ½ way then 75% sprint 
5. Jog ½ way then 100% spring 
6. Skip & Swing Arms across chest 
7. Side shuffle ½ way face opposite direction 
8. Open Gate to top of 18 yd box, Close gate to end line 
9. Spider Stretch 
10. Carioki 
11. Knee to chest-pull with hands 
12. Spring to top of 18 yd box 

 
II. High /Low Ball 

Two Keepers, Server has two soccer balls 
1. Server alternates dropping ball and toss in air 
2. Keepers either scoop save, front smoother or High Contour Catch Save 
3. Keepers must call out “Keeper” 
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III. Breakaway Save 

Keepers start out with ball at front post, Server is ½ way between the 6 and 18 
on end line. 

1.  Keepers roll ball to server who plays the ball on either side for 
breakaway save. 
 

IV. 12 yard/PK Area shots 
Server is at the PK spot with soccer balls (5-6).  Keeper is one step off the 
goal line. 

1. Server starts off shooting the balls at the keeper-not looking to test the 
keeper. Warming up their hands. A lot of saves.  As the drill 
progresses the services become increasing stronger shots.    
 

V. 18 yard shots 
Server is at the PK spot with soccer balls (10-12). Keeper is in normal 
position to shot stopping. 

1. Server again starts off with some easier shots-working the Keeper left 
to right.  As the drill progresses test the keeper with harder driven 
shots both side to side and low to high. 
 

VI. Crosses/Corners 
Server is outside of the 18 yard box either side (must do on both sides). Server 
does not play a sitting ball (except for corner kicks). 

1. Server serves balls into the 18 prefer between the penalty kick spot and 
inside the 6. 

2. Keeper must communicate either “Keeper”, “Away” or “Out” 
depending on where the ball ends up. 
 

VII. Distributions 
Goalkeeper works on goal kicks, throwing, punting and drop kicks with either 
the #2 keeper or a coach.    
 
 


